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Abstract:
Human Adaptive Mechatronics is the coined word expressing the Mechatronics with
adapting function to the operator skill and assisting to improve operator's skill level, which
was created in the COE project of MEXT, Japan in 2003. In the lecture, the TDU COE
project of Human Adaptive Mechatronics shall be introduced including the development of
Capsubot( Capsule Robot). Then the assisting control system and the analysis of the
emotional level studied with Prof. Shinichi Yoshino, Nippon Medical School.
In the first, the assisting control strategy for the human stabilizing a pendulum shall be
explained, which has the similar structure with the voluntary motion proposed by
Kawato-Suzuki. The proposed control system works satisfactorily for assisting the
stabilization of the pendulum by a beginner and a well trained people.

The emotional level of the people is difficult to be analyzed the measurement of the
oxy-Hemoglobin by the near infrared spectroscopy. The lecture proposes Yohsino-Furuta
method to analyze the level when the subjects are watching sad video story. The dynamic
sadness and the static sadness are defined and the level is defined by their combination.
The sadness test done shows the possibility to distinguish the dementia subjects from the
normal ones
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